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What do wine medal labels really mean and do they help you choose a decent bottle?

Picking a bottle of plonk at the off-licence or the supermarket can be a tricky business.

Rows and rows of reds , whites, rose, sparkling wines and champagne line the aisles of all the big the super stores. 

But how do you know the difference between a good Burgundy or a Bordeaux, a Sauvignon Blanc and a Pinot Grigio
 which is currently the nation’s favourite tipple.

Let’s face it most people have a favourite they stick to weekinweekout, unless there is a thirdoff or half price
offer.

Sometimes one of the bottles you’ve picked up  read the label and seen what it’s good to eat with  has won some
award or another.

But how do those awards work - and can they be trusted?

David Mirzoeff / i-Images International Wine Challenge judge, wine expert Oz Clarke, poses for a picture at
International Wine Challenge, at The Oval cricket ground, London. To try and through a little light on the subject The
Daily Mirror went behind the scenes at one of the biggest blind tasting competitions in the world last week to check
out how they whittle down more than 15,000 entries into FIVE trophy winners.

Under the stands of The Oval cricket ground earlier this month more than 100 judges from all over the world have
been brought together to do that job for the International Wine Challenge.

While they know where the wines are from and what grapes, they have no idea of the brand or the price - which is
why they sometimes give gold medals to a bottle from Aldi or Lidl.

Chris Ashton, a blunt-speaking Yorkshireman, who is the organiser of the event, said: "Most people are unsure
about wine unless they’re a buff.

"If you just want to have a nice glass of wine and you follow our results, you’ll go on a journey where you won’t go far
wrong.

"You may not like them all.

"What we are doing is trying to take the risk out of wine buying.

"If you see a medal, it’s going to be good. You may not like the style, but we will have done our job if you are
prepared to go away from the style you usually stick to.

"It’s been through a very rigorous process of judging.

"If they try it and like it, they might buy it again."

One of the ways that the IWC differs from other contests is that the experts doing the testing do not know the costs
of the wines they are drinking. 
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He added: "We don’t do it on price. That’s why we do so well."

And he picked out a Rioja from Asda for less than a tenner which won gold last year as a perfect example of how it
is not always necessary to spend a fortune to get a great wine.

David Mirzoeff / i-Images Lewis Panther, pictured at the International Wine Challenge, with the winning wines from
the previous competition, in November 2015. He said: "It’s won gold medals for the past couples of years  and it
shows you can get a real good quality wine for less than £10."

New Zealander Sam Harrop, who is one of the five senior judges overseeing the IWC event, said: "For us, it’s all
about helping customers get the right wine."

Author and TV wine critic Oz Clarke, also on the same panel, added: "People know what they like. They know they
like a Merlot, but not necessarily why.

"We’re just pushing them a little, trying to give them some help  maybe finding a bottle for a few quid more that is
really great."

The process of whittling down the wines from more than 15,000 to the very elite took place in the unlikely setting of
one of England’s main Test cricket venues.

But then the subtleties of plonk are just as mind-boggling as the rules of the game.

During the event, an incredible amount of wine has been swirled around the glass, sniffed, tasted, swirled around
the mouth, gargled and then spat out into dishes at the IWC. Getty Wine tasting As The Daily Mirror watched a flight
- which is the term given to a wine tasting session - at just after 10am last Tuesday morning, the judges are on to
their third type of plonk.

Five of the experts standing around the table start to pour from one of the battles that’s covered in a plastic IWC
wrapper, so they can’t tell exactly where the booze is from.

While they know it’s a Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc from New Zealand, there isn’t anything else to give away how
good it is.

Certainly not the price.

Over the next half an hour they carefully analyse the wine from the variety that is the second most popular in the
UK, scribbling notes as they give out grades going from bronze all the way up to gold.

There are a few B-pluses and some silvers, but just one gold out of this particular collection of nine entrants that
each cost the winemaker £105 to be part of the IWC.

The experts are passionate about the work they are doing, and want to make sure they get it right, revisiting a
noteworthy bottle several times to make sure they are certain about giving a gold.

And they are keen to de-mystify the work they are doing.
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As they make notes to support their judgment Master Winemaker Nick Adams mentions he doesn’t want to sound
too "poncy".

David Mirzoeff / i-Images Wine tasters at the International Wine Challenge, The Oval cricket ground, London. Once
they have finished that flight, the tasters move to a table alongside that has another set of entries wrapped up in the
distinctive IWC plastic covers.

This time, it’s Italian reds. Read more: But while there was one of the rare gold medals awarded in the last session,
these fare much worse, with well-trained noses of the critics screwing up rather than savouring the stuff.

And it doesn’t take long for four of them being thrown out for not being good enough, with words like sewage being
mentioned.

These will get a second chance, as competition co-founder Charles Metcalfe, explained. All the wines will go
through several levels of scrutiny - even some of those that are thrown out during the first week of analysis at the
twice-yearly event.

But Charles, who founded the competition 33 years ago, tries to discourage wine makers sending in tosh.

He said: "We tell people don’t send in rubbish because it won’t get an award.

"Every wine that gets a medal is tasted at least three times - once by the first round team, then by the second week
team and once by one of us. That’s the minimum.

"If there’s a disagreement, it will get tasted a fourth time."

Though it hasn’t always been such a stringent contest, Charles admitted when he referred to its origins.

The IWC started as a light-hearted contest to fill space in a magazine back in the early 1980s when several English
wines started to come to the attention of a few buffs and there was something like 45 entries.

With the English winning against the likes of Blue Nun in a clearly-rigged competition, Charles remembers questions
being asked in the Houses of Parliament.

But the idea of running such a contest had set root in the minds of an industry that was only just taking off in the UK.

Read more: A trip around the Loire 

Charles said: "The next year people in the trade were ringing up and asking if they could come in and we had about
400-500 entries.

"It was a bit of a shambles but it has taken off."

Early contests had to be judged in the home of family members. But as it has taken off, with thousands of bottles
soon being entered it has just got "bigger and bigger’.
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By the early 2000s, it had swollen to 7,000 to 8,000 and is now up to in excess of 15,000 that are judged and
whittled down to just five overall winners.

David Mirzoeff / i-Images International Wine Challenge judge, wine expert Oz Clarke (left) and reporter Lewis
Panther, pose for a picture at International Wine Challenge, at The Oval cricket ground, London. Wine judging facts
While the senior judges are consistent about the fact that most good wines are closer to the £10 mark than a fiver,
they do admit some stuff can win that’s cheaper. But they point out tax on a bottle means the upfront excise of
£2.05 on a £5 bottle is a mix bigger hit than on a £10  so it should be better. It costs £105 to enter the contest.
Wines from 54 countries were entered in the latest judging contest. Everything in the competition is tested THREE
times during the two-weeks. The panel consists of 24 tables of four or five judges from all over the world. Judges
get through between 60 and 100 different wines a day. When it was first held in 1983, there were only "about 45"
wines being judged. France leads the way with the most entries, followed by Spain and Italy. Last year, saw a
massive number of awards for New Zealand wines. New Zealand Sauvignon Blancs get released in July and
August, so they get judged, so they can come French reds are usually too young at six months and come into their
own at 12 months.

Lewis Panther
[sourcelink]http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/what-wine-medal-labels-really-7913178#ICID=nsm
[/sourcelink
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